1994b Shimura Varieties and Motives (Seattle 1991)
(Motives (Seattle, WA, 1991), 447–523, Proc. Sympos. Pure Math., 55, Part 2, Amer. Math.
Soc., Providence, RI, 1994.)
The following footnote was removed from both articles by the AMS without the author’s
permission:
Not supported by the ICS, CIA, NRO, DSRP, NSA, DIA, USAF, Army, ONI,
TIARA, INR, DOE, FBI, or any other intelligence agency of the United States
government.
Also numerous changes were made to the article by a copy editor who neither understood
the text nor recognized that even a minor change can affect the meaning.
Finally, the author’s standard (Chicago Manual of Style) method of citation was changed
by the AMS to a barbaric numbering system, and (of course) they got it wrong.1
I recommend reading the original manuscripts, available on my web site, rather than the
published version.

Erratum
In the following, the page numbers refer to the manuscripts.
p5, 1b hHdg W S ! .GHdg /R (the last subscript was omitted).
p7, 1t hMab W S ! .GMab /R (the last subscript was omitted).
p46. There should be a continuity condition in the statement of Lemma 3.23 — see my
paper: Descent for Shimura Varieties.
p65. Delete: (not necessarily Noetherian) — in fact, I prove that they are Noetherian.

1 Krantz has adopted a format for making bibliographical references which, regrettably, in my opinion, has
become very popular in the mathematical community in recent years. He assigns to each item in the bibliography
a code, consisting of three or more capital letters. For example, the treatise of Dunford and Schwartz gets the
code [DUS]. There doesn’t seem to be any particular rule as to how the code for a particular item is constructed.
It is usually formed from some combination of letters from the authors’ last names, but not always. For example,
the book on Fourier series in Euclidean space by Elias Stein and Guido Weiss has the code [STG]. Perhaps
this particular code was chosen in order that the codes not occur out of alphabetical order in the bibliography
itself, something that frequently occurs when this method is adopted. There are two separate items in Krantz’s
bibliography having the same code, [LAN]. I find this method of giving references opaque and unpleasant to
use. Since the codes are constructed arbitrarily, I can never guess what book or article they stand for, and, after
having looked the reference up, I can never remember what the code means the next time I see it. It seems to me
that it would be much more helpful to the reader to give the authors’ last names and the date of publication: for
example, ”Dunford-Schwartz, 1958”. I counted 200-some references in Krantz’s book, about one every 2 pages.
I estimate that giving references in the longer form would add less than 2 pages to this 370-page book.
Stacy G. Langton
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